Pre Congress and Post Congress Tours
All tours leave from and return to Buenos Aires City. For more information. please contact
info@torremolinosviajes.com.ar to book these Pre and Post Congress tours.

What kind of trips do we offer?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

National itineraries

Voted as one of the 7 Natural Wonders of the World, Iguazú Falls is undoubtedly the most visited place in
Misiones and one of the most imposing natural attractions in Argentina and the World.
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Situated in Iguazú National Park, some 20 km. From Puerto Iguazú in the north of the province of
Misiones, Argentina.

Iguazú river is born in Paraná, state in Brazil, and after crossing 1,200 km. on a plateau where it receives
several affluents, it reaches a fault forming a crack in the interleaved layers of sandstone and basalt
where the river runs.
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This river runs through a smooth geography until it reaches a series of faults, and suddenly an 80 m.
canyon in the Devil’s Throat, the main fall of Iguazú, where the water produces a thundering sound and
then drains into the Parana river.
A legend says that a big snake called "Boi" lived in the river. To calm its ferocity, aborigines sacrificed a
woman every year as an offering. But once a brave guarani aborigin kidnapped the woman and saved her
from the traditional rite escaping through the river. Boi burst in anger, bent its body and split the river
forming the cataracts separating the man and the woman.

Walking on the footbridge
There are more than 270 falls in an area where cliffs and islets are scattered in a half moon. From the
visitors center you can walk around trails or in a picturesque train. There are two basic circuits: an upper
path and a lower path.

Do not miss the chance to walk along the paths, stairways, bridges and balconies through the jungle of
Iguazú National Park. Take some time out to watch the native wildlife (tapirs, monkeys and hundreds of
plant species)
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The Province of Salta boasts a mild climate and the perfect charms to be chosen as a tourist destination
year round. In addition to its natural beauties -which may be appreciated in the different regions it
features-, the diversity of its denizens dazzles whoever comes along to learn about its traditions and
customs, some of them secular.
The City of Salta is ideal to stay and enjoy everything from the very moment visitors leave their hotel and
start to walk around. Museums, churches, historical buildings, squares and cafés, as well as other sights,
give evidence of the colonial influence, appreciated in its architecture and in one of the most jealously
guarded historical shells in Argentina.
There is no doubt that the past is carefully preserved at this location.
Apart from its unique scenes, its excellent cuisine is revealed in flavors, colors and aromas typical of this
part of the world. Cumin is gold in these latitudes and the kindness of the people is manifest in their locros,
tamales and empanadas, also part of this incredible treasure. Likewise, the land beyond the City of Salta
offers paradisiacal options.
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Come and discover the charm of one of the best-preserved corners of colonial life in Argentina. Admire
the magnificent natural scenery of the North, declared a UNESCO world heritage site, and wander through
traditional villages where time seems to have stopped.

Meet local artisans and their unique crafts such as tapestries and textiles; sheep, llama or alpaca wool
ponchos; gold and silver.
The word Salta derives from the Aymara dialect "sagta", which means beautiful, and in fact today it is
known as Salta "La Linda" (the beautiful one).
It is situated in a fertile valley that even today still bears the name of its founder "Valle Lerma".

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The charms of the Province of Mendoza can be experienced and enjoyed year round: its natural beauties
and the vastness of its mountains, its famed wineries and its excellent wines, and its well-known Grape
Harvest Festival.
As a result of the development and expansion of the wine-growing sector internationally, the most
important wineries open their gates to visitors and offer high-hierarchy wine tours.
The idea is to show them the daily routine necessary to make the best products, including the renowned
Malbec.

No matter what cardinal point is chosen, Mendoza has everything. To the North, the high country circuit is
an invitation to find mythical Mount Aconcagua and all the paths and nooks that lead to the highest summit
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in America.
To the South, the thriving and always new Cities of San Rafael and Malargüe summon the entire family
through recreational activities and adventure sports in natural scenes such as rivers and reservoirs, lately
populated by cabins and lodgings for all tastes.

Along with San Martín’s Circuit, they show tourists that, in addition to good wine, this province of Argentina
boasts a rich history and a fascinating culture that is evident also in its present.
Mendoza city and its beautiful surrounding mountains. Contemplate the majesty of Aconcagua Mountain
at almost 7000m high, making it the highest peak in America.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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On the coastline, Puerto Madryn is bathed by the blue waters of the Nuevo Gulf to the East of the
Province of Chubut. It is located on the cliffs of a small high plateau that features an impressive view of
the Atlantic Ocean.

Due to its particular situation, rainfalls are scarce all year round and the annual average temperature is
approximately 14º C. Maximums reach 35º C in the summer and minimum temperatures drop to 5º C in
the winter.
One of the tourist attractions that made this beautiful city famous all round the world is right whale
watching.
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Founded in 1865, with the arrival of 150 Welsh immigrants, the City of Puerto Madryn has a very large
steady population and thousands of tourists visit this destination year after year.
Therefore, it continues to be the center of tourist services in the entire Patagonian coastline and the
entrance gate to the large Valdés Peninsula, which was declared World Natural Heritage in 1999.

From June to December, various populations of southern right whale arrive in Puerto Madryn and may be
observed either on board the boats leaving from Puerto Pirámides or standing at natural viewpoints such
as El Doradillo Beach, where the whales and their calves are seen very near the shore.
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Diving Capital of Argentina, Puerto Madryn summons thousands of fans that come along to dive in for the
first time. And its waters are so beautiful that new followers appear every year.
During the summer, the bathing resorts in the City of Puerto Madryn and its surroundings welcome
thousands of visitors. All of them provide the necessary infrastructure and are specially conditioned for the
practice of nautical activities, such as windsurfing and obviously sport fishing.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

San Carlos de Bariloche, is situated in Rio Negro Province, on the shores of Lake Nahuel Huapi. The city
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is surrounded by mountains and forests. Bariloche is one of the most attractive cities in the world and, of
course, in Argentina.

Bariloche stands 1,640 kilometers away from the city of Buenos Aires and it offers first-class
accommodation and gastronomical services.
In the summer, trout and salmonidae fly-fishing and sports recreation (especially hiking, river rafting and
walks around ancient forests, as well as climbing most of the peaks surrounding the city) are some of the
activities enjoyed by visitors to this great city.
During the winter, the first snowfalls announce the beginning of the ski season and the practice of winter
sports at mythical Mount Cathedral, considered one of the most important ski resorts in the country.
Tours on mountain bike, rowing and horseback rides with the possibility of camping in the thick forests
with natural rivers and lakes turn the city outskirts into an ideal setting to have fun with the family.

For all these reasons, San Carlos de Bariloche, where youths have spent their graduation trip for
decades, has everything all generations look for.
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Its nightlife, its famous discos and its splendid pubs have led many visitors to wake up in front of the lake
watching the sun climbing the mountain and throwing its light upon this beautiful Andean city that they will
visit once and again.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

316 kilometers from Río Gallegos, capital of the Province of Santa Cruz, there lies the City of El Calafate,
named after the small bush from southern Patagonia bearing the same name, as well as its tiny fruit.
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Today El Calafate is a world destination. Part of the Patagonian steppe, El Calafate is a significant tourist
center that has become famous both in the country and abroad in the last few years. Its luxurious hotels
and its typical restaurants have succeeded in positioning this city among the world destinations worth
visiting.

The calving of the Perito Moreno Glacier, the Patagonian lamb served at restaurants and the chance to go
on the most varied tours summon visitors year round.
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The climate at El Calafate is mainly dry. Average temperature in the summer is 19ºC and -2º C in the
winter. The sunlight hours vary according to season: in the summer, the sun rises at 5:30am and it gets
dark at about 11pm; the day is shorter in the winter, as there are only 8 hours of sunlight.

“Los Glaciares” National Park occupies an area of about 500 thousand hectares and 47 glaciers start at
this large ice field. Marconi, Viedma, Moyano, Upsala, Agassiz, Bolado, Onelli, Peineta, Spegazzini, Mayo,
Ameghino, Moreno and Frías are some of the most important.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Province of Tierra del Fuego comprises Isla Grande, Argentinian Antarctica and the South Atlantic
Islands. Despite being on the southern end of the country, the former is the most popular among visitors,
maybe because of its must see natural charms. Ushuaia is the capital city and a first-class tourist pole
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accessed either through National Route 3 or by air.

Separated from the continent, Isla Grandeis shared with Chile and it features seashore on the east and
south. Three well-defined sectors may be identified when traveling around the Argentinian area.

In the north, the relief is made up by high plateaus and plains with scarce vegetation made up by grass.
Guanacos, foxes, sheep and cattle may be seen when toured by car. There is also the chance to observe
the sea horizon. On the Atlantic, the City of Río Grandestands out within this semi arid climate with mildly
cold temperatures. Some “estancias” open their gates to tourists interested in seeing the typical rural
tasks.
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International itineraries

Uruguay
Colonia del Sacramento
The historic city of Colonia del Sacramento, founded in 1680, evokes images of ancient Lisbon for its
Portuguese-style architecture and winding streets.
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Colonia is located in the southwestern part of Uruguay, in the Río de la Plata, and in 1995 UNESCO
declared it a World Heritage Site.

You can easily visit Colonia by ferry from Buenos Aires in just a day trip, and this is one of the reasons
that make its beaches a popular destination of great tourist attraction for Argentines.

Among its main monuments are the Mother Church, which is the oldest in the country, the Municipal
Museum and a port dating from the seventeenth century that merges harmoniously with the river.

Montevideo
Montevideo, a port city and capital of Uruguay, is a perfect destination for those travelers looking for a
relaxing walk between colonial buildings and beautiful beaches.
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The Puerta de la Ciudadela, the only remaining section of the wall that once surrounded the city as a
whole, serves as an entrance to the Old City, the oldest neighborhood in Montevideo.
Beautiful churches, museums and theaters, are part of the charm of Montevideo.

In addition, the area has a great nightlife thanks to the many clubs where you can enjoy tango and
candombe.

Punta del Este
Punta del Este is known as the Saint-Tropez of Uruguay thanks to its beautiful beaches, its sophisticated
resorts and its ostentatious nightclubs. The Conrad casino, Las Vegas-style, gives even more life to local
entertainment.
If you want to take a break and enjoy the beach and the waves, ride a horse accompanied by a gaucho
and enjoy the rugged plain that surrounds the city.
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Suggested Departures for all tours:

Pre-Congress: October 29th 2018
Post-Congress: November 7th 2018
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Note: if you wish to extend your travel itinerary, you can
check the prices of additional hotel nights and excursions for
the PRE and POST Congress.
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